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Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Titled The Fear Factor in the USAIf humans are fundamentally good, why do we
engage in acts of great cruelty? If we are evil, why do we sometimes help others at a cost to
ourselves? Whether humans are good or evil is a question that has plagued philosophers and
scientists for as long as there have been philosophers and scientists.Many argue that we are
fundamentally selfish, and only the rules and laws of our societies and our own relentless efforts of
will can save us from ourselves. But is this really true? Abigail Marsh is a social neuroscientist who
has closely studied the brains of both the worst and the best among us-from children with
psychopathic traits whose families live in fear of them, to adult altruists who have given their own
kidneys to strangers. Her groundbreaking findings suggest a possibility that is more optimistic than
the dominant view. Humans are not good or evil, but are equally (and fundamentally) capable of
good and evil.In Good for Nothing Marsh explores the human capacity for caring, drawing on
cutting edge research findings from clinical, translational...
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I just started o  reading this article publication. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like how the author
create this publication.
-- Clint La ba die-- Clint La ba die

An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer  Fr itsch-- Spencer  Fr itsch
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